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the main differences between the new and the old slant design, is that the new
slant is a single case, and the main advantage of this single case is that it can
be easily stacked on other racks. the slant 1216 was a single case which just

had a large enough space to house four racks. the new slant rack case has two
identical, smaller cases, one on either side of the rack. this allows a higher total
design of your system. each of the two cases can hold four racks or two racks in
the larger version, or eight racks in the smaller version. there is not much more
i can add about the slant 1216, it was one of the first rack cases, and the first

and most popular slant case. it is designed for prodjuser systems only, so if you
buy the slant case from a dealer, the dealer will stock a wide range of prodjuser
components. if you buy a slant case from prodjuser you will get the components
included. if you want to add the slant rack case to your system, i would suggest
that you call us and ask us what cases we have available. we do not just stock

cases, we can also advise you on what cases you need and even build it for you
if you want to use the cases as a basis for your system. with the slant rack case,
we are offering a more efficient rack solution than was previously available. the
racks can be built around a single slant 1216 case, or they can be built around
two slant 1216 cases. our slant design is not only very efficient in rack space,

but the rack system also has several other advantages. as long as you can
afford the rack space, there is no limit to the number of racks you can stack in a

rack case.
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You can order components as needed from catalogs, purchase them from
the software inventory, or even arrange to have them shipped directly from

Xilica. Once you have placed an order, you can order workpieces and pick up
the finished parts. The order history provides access to the ordering details,
and you can print out the invoices and work orders in the same fashion as if

you were using an Accounting package. Electronic components, such as
cameras, screens and indicators can be manually selected via the software

or set to automatic detection. Configuration and performance can be
modified in real-time. Drawing and exporting of full-scale 3D printable
models is also possible. Penn Elcom Casing makes it possible to add

ventilation holes to any flight case. Detailed ventilation holes in case of
electronic equipment are important for cooling, as well as keeping noise and
light out. Detailed perforated mountings can be chosen in any color, all with
matching cuts in every possible size, depending on the components. These
mountings fit between the case cover and the back cover of the case. We

use the “sandwich principle” for joining cases. There are 2 tools: one is a die
which is placed into the cover and a second one that is placed in the back

cover. A quick press moves the cover and the case together and the 3
pieces of cover and back cover are fastened together in the press. This cost

control is most important to our customers. For this reason we are
developing a flexible software platform that should allow a free, fast and

easy account of all flight cases for a simple and time-efficient management
of your inventory. All customers will be provided with a free trial license
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